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39 NEWTON ROAD. SINGAPORE 1130. REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE 

Service journalism 

What shall I wear today? What shall we have for dinner? How can we 
make our household dollars stretch? What can I do about my son's bad 
grades? How can I get the city to repair the potholes on my street? What 
shall we do this weekend? Where can I take an inexpensive vacation away 
from crowds? How can I overcome my shyness or loneliness? Where can I 
find new ideas for building a home? 

A thousand questions, many of them seemingly trivial. They are not 
answered by big headlines reporting corruption in city hall or the latest 
crime sensation. They are merely the questions that preoccupy people 
day by day. 

Most of us are unprepared to confront the major problems of the 
world—political corruption, pollution, natural disaster, poverty, infla
tion. At least we are not prepared to tackle them in the abstract. We can 
only look at the headlines, shake our heads, and then go out and mow the 
lawn. 

Yet in small ways wc are affected by these problems, and theyrfo require 
us to make decisions. It is the function of service journalism to tell us how 
we are affected and what we can do about it. 

Service journalism does not write about inflation in the abstract. It 
writes about how you can make your food dollars stretch farther by 
relentless pursuit of the "loss leader" sales in grocery stores. It urges you 
to buy a lot of chicken in spring when the market is full and prices are low, 
or to buy your funiture in January when clearance sales are common. 

Service journalism specifically aims at people's concerns. It recognizes, 
for example, that a homemaker may spend little time preoccupied with 
the machinations of county government, but may spend several hours a 
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day preoccupied with such daily tasks as shopping, getting meals, decorat
ing, and entertaining. And this person needs help now. 

GROWTH OF SERVICE JOURNALISM 

Newspaper publishers, mindful that the average reader pursues im
mediate rewards more avidly than delayed rewards, have through the 
1970's sought ways to provide information that people can use in their 
daily lives. That is one reason why service features, long the staple of 
magazines, are proliferating in newspapers. Another reason is that 
editors recognize that not all readers are interested in the same things. 
The young don't necessarily think like the old. Of particular concern to 
editors is the "youth market," the newspaper readers of tomorrow. 

Even among today's readers clear differences exist among age groups. 
One study, sponsored by the American Newspaper Publishers Associa
tion, points to some differences between a 21-34 age group and a 35-
and-older group. As the table below shows, there was a preference among 
the younger group for service articles: they want more how-to articles, 
more consumer information, more movie lists and reviews. Conversely, 
the young group showed less interest than the older group in the more 
traditional content of the newspaper—local news, national news, and 
editorials. (From ANPA News Research Report, 8 April 1977.) 

Percentage wanting "more"or "much more" 
Content category Age 21-34 Age 35-over 

Consumer information 
Schools and education 
Feature stories 
How-to-do-it 
Local stories 
National stories 
Movie reviews and lists 
Photos 
Editorials 
Alternative lifestyles 

Responding to such data, editors and publishers have not hesitated to 
encourage service journalism. Several of them were quoted in a sym
posium in the Bulletin of the American Society of Newspaper Editors in 
April 1977. 

Kurt Leudtke, executive editor of the Detroit Free Press, suggested that 
newspapers can improve their salability by delivering "useful information, 
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chunks of facts which a reader/consumer can absorb and act upon in the 
immediate future." (Emphasis in the original.) 

David Starr, editor of the Long Island Press, recommended that news
papers pay more attention to such problems as, "What to do about a balky-
carburetor, how to get the city to fix potholes, how to save a buck buying 
chicken." 

Reg Murphy, publisher of the SaM Francisco Examiner, perceived a need 
for more articles of interest to older people: "If we could produce a 
section telling retirees more about medicine, death, wills, fixed income, 
leisure learning, free entertainment, cheap vacations, and healthy diets, it 
would get more readership than another international sex scandal." 

Such views find considerable support from a newspaper management 
consultant, Joe Belden of Dallas. His firm has assembled numerous news
paper reader interest studies that lead largely to the conclusion that 
newspapers should provide more information that is useful to the reader. 
In one speech Belden described what he calls "The revolution in 
newspaper editing": 

What we are finding is that space might well be devoted more to informa
tion, hopefully but not necessarily news pegged, than to details of the latest 
sensation alreadv reported ten days in a row—let's say information such as: 

How to shop more intelligently in your town. 
How to save a marriage. 
Where to get free medical aid. 
Who the best preachers in town are. 
What the latest utility rate increase means to me. 
Or, just information on movies, music, bowling, good food, investing, 

camping, exercise, people, money, practical psychology—there are hun
dreds of such subjects. 

To the student journalist, these views point to a whole new career 
horizon. You can combine journalism with such special interests as out
doors, travel, participation sports, leisure, nutrition, architecture, music, 
books, health and medicine, psychology, and countless other fields. They 
also point to a new attitude: appreciation for a type of journalism specifi
cally designed to help people. 

To be sure, the changes are not applauded in all quarters. Stephanie 
Harrington, writing in New York magazine, spoke for many critics when 
she decried the appearance of several new service supplements xnTheNew 
York Times. 

"There's more of everything in the Times," she said, "except more news 
to fit the extra print. Yet pragmatists are quick to point out that if there 
were to be anything worth calling the Times, we couldn't have it straight 
any longer. . . . This catering to the 'Me Generation' . . . may have been 
the only way for the Times to pull itself out of the financial crisis. But it has 
produced severe symptoms of disorientation in those of us brought up on 
the old Times." 
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Despite such comments, service sections seem destined to remain part 
of the newspaper package if only because the pragmatists are right. 

TOWARD A NEW DEFINITION 

Amid such talk, a changing definition of service journalism seemed to 
emerge in the late 1970's. Years earlier service reporting was fairly rigidly 
confined to certain areas of the paper, notably the food pages, the radio-
TV log, the snippets of "canned" material such as horoscopes, crossword 
puzzles, and movie listings—what some editors tended to dismiss as the 
journalistic equivalent of junk food. It was seldom mentioned in jour
nalism texts. 

That's changed. 
It is true that service journalism by definition remains "utility" jour

nalism: how-to-do-it material on leisure, travel, books, theater, movies, 
fashion, food, home design, gardening, consumer affairs, child care, 
family health, and the like. But something has been added to the defini
tion, something that can be called the spirit of service. This means that 
service articles are no longer rigidly confined to certain sections of the 
Sunday newspaper. Consider an example: 

In 1976-77 a severe drought struck certain parts of the United States 
with consequent shortages of water and power. Regular journalism told 
readers about the drought and the prospects for the future. Service 
journalism told them what they, individually, could do about it. Consider 
these heads on water conservation in the Los Angeles Times in 1977: "Here's 
How to Check Your Home for Potentially Costly Leaks." "Five Ways to 
Cope with the Cutbacks." "To Be Safe, Learn to Read Your Water Meter." 

Service journalism is partly a state of mind. The reporter who thinks 
"service" often emerges with different standards for what is news, and 
also for what questions to ask in interviews and what approaches to take to 
a story. The service journalist has a keen sense of what affects people in 
personal and individual ways. 

Imagine yourself, for example, sitting through a school board meeting. 
The board engages in a brief discussion of grading practices in the 
schools: how grades vary from school to school, how some schools don't 
have the "F" grade, and how grade point average mean different things at 
different schools within the school district. Proposals for change range 
from instituting a uniform policy for all schools to eliminating grades 
altogether. No action is taken, and the subject may seem of limited 
importance amid the urgencies of mammoth school budgets, planned 
construction sites, and political power plays. Yet the service-oriented 
reporter senses that grades may be the most important item of the eve-
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ning. That's because grades involve people rather than merely interesting 
them. Grades directly concern all persons in school or with children in 
school, and they indirectly concern anyone who has ever been to school. 

So the service-oriented reporter will find ways to write about grades— 
not as a political issue but as one that will help parents and their school-age 
children understand and cope with them. The direction of the story may 
be one of these: 

"What grades mean to you and your child." 
"Grades and what you can do about them." 
"How important are grades to your child?" 

The reporter will probably use the board's discussion only as a starting 
point. The essence of the story will be based on interviews with teachers, 
school officials, counselors, parents, and children. 

The spirit of service journalism can enter the day-to-day work of a 
reporter in other ways. Consider these examples: 

• A famous author comes to town to talk about her novel, but you 
ask her how one gets started in creative writing, for a how-to article 
directed to those readers who always fancied themselves as potential 
writers. 

• An expert on gerontology (study of aging) visits your community. 
But you don't ask him the usual questions about the political power of 
oldsters or about federal funding for anthropological research on geriat
ric lifestyles. You ask him about things people can use, such as, "What can 
people do today to help them enjoy life more fully after 65?" 

• You've written an article about the summer heat wave; now write 
another about "how to keep your cool," based on interviews with doctors 
who will give advice ranging from eating salty foods to watching for heat 
stroke symptoms. 

• You've written an article about rise in violent crime. Now write a 
sidebar, "Ten especially dangerous places to avoid after dark." 

• You interview a young married couple just back from a bicycling 
tour of Europe, a "second honeymoon." You ask questions calculated to 
develop a story that not only describes their tour but includes sufficient 
detail so that other young people (or older people, for that matter) could 
do the same. You ask such utilitarian questions as: How much did it cost? 
What equipment did you take? Where did you stay at night, and at what 
cost? What problems or hazards did you encounter that others might 
avoid? What advice do you have for others? 

• A disaster (fire, flood, tornado, etc.) strikes your community. 
Service articles supplement the news accounts by advising readers how to 
cope. When a major power failure struck New York City in 1977, the Daily 
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News was on thejob with a speical "Blackout Guide," listing the "things you 
can do right now about food, health, insurance, and future emergencies." 
The advice ranged from what items to have on hand for the next 
emergency (candles, flashlights, transistor radio, comfortable shoes for 
stairway walking) to dealing with unrefrigerated food (toss out the steaks, 
pork chops, and chicken; use the sour milk to bake a cake and the liquid 
butter for cooking). 

• You interview a psychiatrist, not about trends in psychiatry but to 
develop a self-help article on a specific topic such as what to do about 
shyness or how to get over a broken heart. The Los Angeles Times actually 
did an article on the latter theme ("What to Do When It's All Over," by 
William Overend, 10 J uly 1977). The story suggested that what we used to 
call a broken heart is now known as "loss-distress syndrome," a perfectly 
normal reaction to a trauma such as the breakup of a marriage. It quotes 
the psychiatrist extensively. ("People have to learn how to be brok
enhearted more effectively.. . . The way society is changing, people 
can expect to have to deal with this kind of emotional pain more and 
more.") It even provides names, addresses, and telephone numbers of 
agencies equipped to help one cope with emotional crises. 

BASIC TYPES OF SERVICE ARTICLES 

Service articles generally can be grouped into the following four types. 

The straight how-to-do-it. As the name implies, the article simply takes 
you by the hand and tells you how to do something—how to cook lasagne 
by following the recipe step by step, or how to save energy costs by 
following ten easy steps to insulate your home. The writing is simple, 
direct. Even the titles suggest this directness: "Ten Ways to Save Energy 
by Winterproofing Your Home." 

"They did it and so can you." This type of article depicts an activity of a 
person or group with the statement (or the strong implication) that this is 
something the reader can duplicate. The article about the bicycling 
honeymooners in Europe is an example. It is essentially a case history 
written in narrative style. Such narratives can deal with most any topic 
from canoeing a river to remodeling a kitchen. The story can thereby 
combine the immediacy and excitement of a good narrative with the 
useful elements of a how-to. 

The news or feature article with how-to emphasis. You'll find two types 
here. One is a straight news story that happens to deal with how-to 
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information. A report on a fashion show, written in sufficient detail to 
give the reader a clear idea of what's fashionable this season, is an exam
ple. So is a report of a consumer research study that has the effect of 
giving practical advice. So is a feature about the work of a sleep research 
agency, provided it offers practical advice to insomniacs. 

The second type of article results from the reporter's specific quest for 
how-to information in an interview, such as asking the gerontologist, 
"What can people do today to make their lives more enjoyable after 65?" 

Lists. It's hard to find anything more utilitarian than a list, such as a 
list of places to go for the weekend, a list of movies playing this week, or a 
list of forthcoming concerts. With imagination you can come up with ideas 
for lists that will prove novel, interesting, and fun to research. Examples: 

Ten especially interesting things to do on a rainy day in your com
munity. (How aobut holding a hot dog roast under a big beach umbrella 
alongside a roaring bonfire?) 

Telephone numbers of persons to call when you want to fight city 
hall. 

Ten best viewpoints in town after dark. Or ten best places to watch 
the sunset. Or the sunrise. 

The most dangerous spots in town after dark, places to avoid. 
The city's most dangerous intersections and how to approach them. 
The ten most spellbinding professors on a nearby campus and how 

to slip into their lectures without charge. 
Ten uplifting things to do when you are feeling low. (How about a 

warm lemon- or rose-scented bath by candlelight? How about writing a 
letter to a faraway friend?) 

GETTING IDEAS 

Ideas are everywhere, and the process of getting them is not unlike that 
used for any kind of feature. You have a sensitive journalistic antenna 
attuned to people. You keep in touch with them, you listen to them, you 
put things together in your mind and come up with original ideas. The 
major difference is the service nature of your mission. Can the reader put 
your idea to use within 24 hours? If the answer is yes, then you have a 
service feature. 

The principle described in Chapter 14, regarding the human quest, 
certainly applies here. People are continually reaching for goals: they 
want to be happier, healthier, wiser, richer, and so on. The writer who 
recognizes this human trait will also recognize how service articles can 
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help people achieve their goals. If, for example, the quest is the mending 
of a broken heart after a marital breakup, the service writer will develop 
story ideas specifically designed to help. This is different from merely 
recording someone's struggle, as in the feature story. Of course, the two 
concepts can be combined, for case histories certainly have a place in the 
service feature. 

Many ideas also come from newsbeats. But if you are specializing in 
service journalism, you may no longer have a traditional beat such as city 
hall or the courthouse. If you specialize in, say, food, home, and garden
ing, your beat would include college research centers, agricultural exten
sion agents, home economists, nutritionists, architects, and similar 
sources. You would also read professional journals in these areas. And 
you would listen with an especially sensitive ear to people: their problems, 
their ideas for gardening and entertaining and remodeling. A chance 
remark by a neighbor—"I wish I knew whether that tree is dying or 
not"—can prompt you to interview tree surgeons and landscape ar
chitects for an article, "When to get rid of a dying tree." 

WRITING THE SERVICE ARTICLE 

A lot of service articles are written just as regular news or feature articles 
are. The major exception is the how-to-do-it article. As how-to starts with 
a good idea—even a novel one—backed up by good research, you need 
sufficient detail so that you can actually tell another person how to take 
the trip, try the recipe, learn to fly hot air balloons, or whatever. The 
details, of course, need to be strictly utilitarian: costs, where to get mate
rials, how it's done step by step. The writing itself should be simple and 
direct. No room exists for purple prose or cuteness. 

How do you structure the how-to article? You usually start with a 
statement of the problem (or an anecdote that illustrates the problem and 
leads to a statement of it). You the propose a solution (this becomes the 
theme of your article). You then lead the reader step by step through a 
detailed account of the solution (this is the body of your article). And 
when you have delivered your last bit of information, you summarize 
quickly and stop. 

Further advice is offered by John Shuttleworth, editor of a how-to 
magazine. Mother Earth News. What he says here is applicable to news
paper writing. Indeed, reporters can best learn how-to techniques by 
examination of magazine writing. 

It's awfully hard to beat a time sequence when you're organizing a how-to 
article. We are constantly dumbfounded, here at The Mother Earth News, by 
manuscripts that contain such catchy little phrases as "Next you put the 
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bearings back into the case, but I'll get to that later," or "And I forgot to tell 
you back when you were setting the generator on the tower that if you don't 
bolt it down right then it'll probably slip off and kill you." . . . 

Skipping blithely back and forth from one spot to another may be a 
winning tactic in hopscotch, but it has absolutely no place in the construction 
of an article that aspires to teach anyone anything. . . . 

Break your total lump of information down into bite-sized bits and then 
put your arm around the reader's shoulder and spoon-feed that nourish
ment to him or her, starling with the appetizer, and proceeding (without 
backtracking) through the soup and salad to the main course, and closing 
with the dessert. (Shuttleworth, 1976.) 

If you follow Shut t lewor th ' s advice , t hen , y o u r story abou t the bicycling 
h o n e y m o o n e r s would start at t he beg inn ing a n d cover the things a couple 
must d o to p r e p a r e for such a t r ip . It would move chronological ly t h r o u g h 
to the end , p e r h a p s descr ib ing s o m e of the p rob lems e n c o u n t e r e d that the 
reader might try to avoid. Similarly, an article a b o u t "win te rproof ing" 
your h o m e to save ene rgy costs would start with discussion of the need , 
proceed to the pre l iminary p repa ra t ions , a n d then car ry t h r o u g h 
chronologically to the e n d . Discussion of the n e e d , however , often is d o n e 
anecdotally, as i l lustrated h e r e : 

Two years ago, Ed McMullen calculated the cost of his heating bill. He was 
appalled. It averaged more than $200 a month during the six more severe 
months of the year. 

So McMullen began looking for ways to conserve heat. He talked to an 
architect and a couple of home builders. He learned that if he spent about 
S1.200 now, he could save anywhere from S300 to S500 a year. That meant 
he'd pay back the cost in somewhere hetween two and a half to four years. 

So he took their advice and "winlcrproofed" his house. Last winter his 
heating bills averaged only S125 a month even though the weather was no 
less severe. 

That means he saved $450 last winter. He's convinced that you can make 
similar savings. And with the cost of energy spiraling upward, this may be 
the summer to invest money for improvements . . . . 

An impor t an t aspect of the how-to article is the need to get quickly into the 
t heme of the article. T h e anecdo te in the above e x a m p l e il lustrates the 
savings to be m a d e , and t h e t h e m e ( p a r a g r a p h 3) tells the r eade r what to 
expect in the rest of the art icle. T h e r ema in ing p a r a g r a p h s prov ide the 
meat of the art icle, t he specific ways to make those money-saving im
provements . 

The "you" concept 

T h e how-to article often employs d i rec t -address writ ing, using the te rm 
"you" much m o r e t han most articles do . A fea ture on the need for 
addi t ional fire insurance for y o u r h o m e , for e x a m p l e , migh t utilize direct 
address in the lead a n d t h r o u g h o u t the r e m a i n d e r of the article. 
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Chances are your house is worth a lot more today—after several years of 
skyrocketing property values—than it was when you built it. If you haven't 
checked on this lately, you'll benefit from the sad experience of Charlie 
Jones, whose house in West River City burned to the ground last year . . . . 

Even the narrative you-can-do-it-too article is relentlessly "you" oriented, 
though sometimes indirectly so. The narrative account of the young 
couple's bicycling trip, for example, may be interrupted several times with 
bits of practical information such as this: 

Anyone who hopes to duplicate this trip can benefit by five things the 
Smiths didn't know before they started—but wished they had. 

Now their first rule is: don't try to cover loo much territory . . . . 

The "now" concept 

Another characteristic of the how-to article is "action orientation." Arti
cles are timed to give the proper advice at the proper time. So they write 
about winterproofing a house during the summer when readers can do 
the work, rather than in the winter. Similarly, a gardening article about 
spring-blooming daffodils will appear in the fall, when the bulbs can be 
planted, rather than during the spring blooming period when the reader 
can do little but admire someone else's garden. 

The sales message 

How-to articles often have a none-too-subtle sales message in the early 
paragraphs, usually shortly after the statement of theme. This selling 
message, typical of magazine how-tos, tells why the information is impor
tant and suggests that readers do something about know. You frequently 
encounter phrases such as this: "Now's the time to plant those daffodil 
bulbs if you want spring color." Or this: "Interviews with architects and 
home builders suggest a new urgency in checking your fire insurance 
coverage today. Many homeowners have found that they were covered 
for less than half their home's valuation 

Mobilizing information 

"Mobilizing information" simply means providing information that will 
enable the reader to act upon or react to the situation depicted in the 
article. If the reader wants to express a view about the latest school board 
controversy, whom does he write to? Mobilizing information—names, 
addresses, office hours, dates of forthcoming meetings and heatings, 
how-to-do-it guides—provides the answer and thus makes possible wider 
citizen participation in public affairs. 
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